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Super Za vs. Nightmare
and the Lost Amulet

T

here was once a
magnificent volcano
on a black-sand island,
surrounded by shiny seashells
and stones. The volcano was still
active and when the lava flowed
and reached water it would
explode into fireworks. The sky
was filled with cotton candy cloud
airplanes that changed colors
according to people’s moods. In
the day time the air smelled like
breakfast and at night it smelled
like the most delicious desserts.
The island had a root beer

river, a strawberry milk lake, a
swedish fish lake, a cotton candy
waterfall, a gummy liquid valley,
and a beautiful caramel water
park.
There were a lot of dangerous
plants on the island including
roses that could change into
snakes, fire-breathing flowers,
and electric eel grass that hated
perfume. Thankfully, there were
also vines to help you swing
over the dangerous plants and
quicksand, and there were 50-foot
broccoli-topped trees that used

their long arm-like branches to
protect the kingdom.
The water around the island
was home to pink dolphins,
colorful fish, and dog-fish. On
the ground there were superhero
bears, tigerdogs, unicorns, and
a Pegasus. In the sky there were
flying cats and rainbow seagulls.
To get around the island
there were hover cars powered by
cherry water, unicorn trucks with
wings, pig limos, and for kids
there were gummy bikes with
cookie wheels.
A beach house with a lava
moat was home to Super Za, a
highly adaptable creature who
could change their size and
gender at will. They had a pink

afro, color-changing shoes, eyes
that changed from blue to red,
and a spy glass. They were fast
and super-strong and used these
powers to protect the kingdom
and it’s people.
Mike the Greatest Ape was
Super Za’s sidekick. He was a
9-foot 8-inch ape with an alligator
tail, could shapeshift, and his
eyes turned red when he was mad.
He lived in an underwater jungle
and only came out to eat sweet
piranhas. He could jump as high
as he wanted and could crack the
ground when he landed. When
he was little he was betrayed by
his father who left to steal the
Goodness Crystal. Since then, he
was committed to helping Super

Za protect the kingdom.
Directly opposing Super
Za and Mike was Nightmare,
a blue and black-maned lion
with buff robot arms and a very
deep voice. It could shape shift,
was water and fire proof, had a
sharp diamond grill, could turn
invisible, teleport, and time
travel. It also had x-ray vision
and cried acid. It lived in a secret
lair in the volcano and wanted to
retrieve the Powerful Amulet that
Super Za had taken from it.
Lightning and Thunder
were two-headed twins who had
a dragon body, monkey heads,
and bone wings. They had red
and black hair topped off with
crowns. They lived in the royal

castle, guarded by the broccolitopped trees. Nightmare was their
father and so they obeyed him no
matter what.
One day when the volcano
was active, Super Za and Mike the
Greatest Ape went out for a walk
to admire the lava fireworks that
were going off at the coast. Little
did they know, Nightmare had left
his lair in the volcano and had
rallied Lightning and Thunder to
try to get the Powerful Amulent
back. Before Super Za and Mike
knew it, Nightmare, Lightning,
and Thunder were right behind
them and Nightmare yelled out,
“That Amulet should be MINE!”
Just then...

